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William Maillard
October 16-20, 1972
/"

10:00
12:00
2:00
2:30
3:30
8:00
8:30
9:00

"

Mill Valley - Coffee
San Rafael Rotary Club
United Jewish Community Center, San Rafael
Radio KFRC interview (office)
Daryl Lembke - Los Angeles Times Interview (office)
'-9lQl.y. Activist Alliance
Candidates Night - Odd Fellows Hall
Civil Service Association
Candidates Night, Golden Gate Park
San Francisco Republican Assembly

October 17 - Tuesday
9:30
11:00
12:00
2:00
4:00
6:00
7:00
8:30
9:00-10:00
10:00
11:30

College of Marin, Marin County
Fred Mayer, Sausalito Drugstore
v Marin County, Property Owners
Board of Directors Luncheon, Nave's Restaurant, Ignacio
Maillard and Schmiedall, Sausalito
To office for strategy meeting
Chinese Nationality Group Dinner, Louis of Grand Avenue
Chinatown--handshaking only
Apartment Owners Group, Candidate's night, San Francisco
Temple Emmanuel, Candidate's night and confrontation
with Roger Boas
Decision re veto
v Real Estate Board of San Francisco
Took plane back to Washington

October 19 - Thursday
J:15
11:30-2:00
4:00
5:00
8:00

Press Conference
Marion and I went to Johnny Cordonis for lunch
and to headquarters
I
Executive Committee Meeting at John Lilientnals
v Scavengers Protective Association - 3 minuteLcandidate speech
Party at George Leonards,
Stinson Beach, Hest Marin (spent night there)

October 20 - Friday
11:00

Establishment of Point Reyes National Seashore, Point Reyes

Marion - Home: 386-2526
Bill's address: 3375 Jackson Street 94118
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MailJiard

"My colleague next door has an entirely different district.
He has certain power centers and as long as he keeps them happy, he
doesn't have to worry about anything else.

There are no power centers

in this district, just a cross-section of everything.
I

If he can

keep the leadership of certain groups happy, that's all that matters.
His fear is that he will have too many Democrats, that he will win by
80% or more.

\-then you win by that much you are vulnerable to a pri-

mary contest.

He was happy to take some Republicans on Nob Hill and

elsewhere from me in the redistricting to keep his margin down.

On

the other hand my district registers 37% Republicans, so I have just
the opposite problem.

How can I get enough Democrats to win in the

general election."
"Candidates night is an old San Francisco tradition--a tradition
begot of the devil.

But it's destined to go on forever.

group in the city feels they have to have one.
a corporals guard.

ragged only to keep

Each one draws only

So you can't make any positive gains.

group will be insulted if you don't show up."
~

t~

Every

But each

Sense of being run
( /

going backward •. (Can put begot of devil and

next sentence at end--I can't recall the order.)

X

The above comments were made when I first met WM at his house

Monday morning.

I took a taxi, got there before Marion and had coffee
A huge, high ceilinged paneled diningroom, very
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high-backed chairs, with plush seats and long wooden table.

A

chinese servant served coffee and the whole house had an atmosphere
of great and old wealth.

A huge picture of Joseph(?) Bonaparte

and Adolph Maillard dominates the hall.

Family pictures and one

of Napolean Bonaparte dominate the den.

WM is descended from a

bastard son of Joseph Bonaparte, uncrowned king of Spain.
is old and French and rich.

The family

They moved to San Geronimo Valley in

Marin County in 1865, had a ranch.

His grandfather went into the

food brokerage business and his father made it into a success.
Maillard and Schmeidell--Bill's two brothers

Jack and Jim

run it

now and Bill has never had an interest in it nor has he ever worked
in it.

His brother Jim is his campaign finance chairman.

On Tuesday

we stopped in there while Bill consulted with his brothers on campaign funds above the budget.
paign funds.

By Tuesday, they had $132,000 in cam-

(And Thursday they reported $137,000 and rising.)

And

Bill was asking Bob Gittings what he would do (Bob is campaign manager)
if he had an extra $10,000.

Bob's general answer was that he would

hit Marin County Dems harder.

And Bill seemed to agree.

Marion,

anyway, talked of Bill as being very much at home with his heritage--.
that he was "a bastard with the geneology to prove it"--and certainly
it is a matter of great pride.

Rich Harcourt described him as "a

patrician" and he is certainly that.

Marion's point was that his

comfortableness with his heritage and his pride in it helped account
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for the attitude, or posture he conveys which is very much a
"here I am, take me or leave me" kind of attitude.
nothing feverish, sweaty or plebeian about WM.

There is

He can appear

frostily arrogant, cooly unconcerned, or wearily cynical--all by
turns or at once.

Another word is aloof, I guess.

background that explains it.

And it is his

Not just that he is rich, prep

school (Taft school chair in the den), Yale, etc. but that he is
comfortable with it.

He does not roll up his shirt sleeves with

their large cuff links or unbutton the tailored,
as, say, Gerry Studds would do.
handing.

pin-striped ~suits

He makes no concession to glad-

Very different from anyone I've travelled with in terms

of his style.

There's a distinct fatalism about him.

people want me, fine, if they don't want me, fine.

"If the

I'll do my best

to do the best I can as I see it; if it's not popular, well, so
be it."

Several times during week, he used "popular" in derogatory

sense, that seniority rule better than a popularity contest, that
he was not a "popular" member of the California delegation, but
respected; that he would not take a "popular" stand if he thought
it wrong.

That his style was not compatible with "popularity."

He's got other things to do--he's got plenty of money, etc.

But

he hates the idea of being beaten by Roger Boas (says Marion) because
he does not consider Boas to be really worthy of the job.
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IISome men get into government because they want to

get into politics.
get into government.

Others get into politics because they want to
Bill is the second type. 1I

like the glad handing and the backslapping.

IIHe doesn't really

And he never uses the

prerogatives of his position, like patronage, to wheel and deal back
home.

Not even to help himself.

Phil Burton is just the opposite.

He's a local politician who happens to have a base . in Congress.

But

he could just as well hold some other position and accomplish what
he wants--to be in politics. 1I
On way to airport Tuesday night Bill grinned and said, IIPeople
ask me why I'm in this business.

I guess it's because once in a

while you get a chance to do some good.

And you're your own boss.

Well, you have 450,000 bosses and therefore no boss.
then something really interesting comes Up.1I

Every now and

This statement reflects

the sense of independence he feels in the job and the sense of accomplishment he has when an occasional big item comes up.
none of the

person~to-person

It reflects

kinds of accomplishments that, say,

Zion and Flynt get such a kick out of.

At the Temple Emmanuel "con-

frontation" with Boas, Bill was really hard put, I thought, to tick
off the projects he had gotten for the district over the years.

He

emphasized Golden Gate National Recreation area wherever he went, of
course, but he didn't have the list of

right on his tongue.

He started with Hetch-Hetchy water system and then said someone else
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really started it, but that he had made improvements, then mentioned Cherry Valley (?) dam; and then tailed off saying "Of
course there have been many things in 20 years."

He also replied

to Boas charges by saying that people could get help with their
problems from his office--but it was not something he emphasized
on his own, nor did he put great feeling into it--as opposed to
some others.
Standard opening.

"I have represented a San Francisco district--

they've changed the boundaries several times--for the last twenty years.
And I come to you to ask for a 2 year renewal of my contract.

I'm

running, I guess, because I have a twenty year investment in the job
and because I think you as my constituents have an investment in me.
In a body as large as the House of Representatives with 435 elected,
coequal members, there has to be a structure if we're ever going to
get anything done.

And it takes a long time to learn that structure,

to learn who has the power, where to grease the skids to get something
done.

I think I know the structure and the people in the House far

better than any newcomer could.
you thatno newcomer could.

And that I can accomplish things for

So, if you believe that I have done a

reasonable job, a creditable job over the last 20 years--not that
you've agreed with me on everything, that's impossible--if you think
I've done a good job on the whole, of representing your views in
Washington, then you have an important investment in my seniority."
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Bill believes in the 2 year accountability idea with great leeway
in between.
At eollege of Marin he was asked:

"If a majority of your

constituents signed a petition asking you to vote for a date to
end the wa!="

would you vote for it?"

Answer:

"I doubt that any

such thing would be possible,--it's hard for me to imagine a majority
of my constituents agreeing on anything.
no, I would not vote for it.

But if it did happen--then,

I would still have to use my own judg-

ment--especially where the security of the country is involved.
can express opinions.

I have to make the decision.

with my decision, you have the power
of office.

e~ery

You

If you disagree

two years to vote me out

I listen to you, believe me, but in the end I have to

use my judgment as to what is in your best interests.

This is more

true in the field of foreign policy than with internal affairs.

In

internal matters, I would be more inclined to follow the wishes of
my constituents."

Sam Schwarz, professor, found this position arro-

gant and stubborn and says Marin County people find Maillard stubbornly
hawkish.

No moderating attitude at all.

Singled out this answer to

attack as we walked back to parking lot.
Then followed a stout

~efense

of his position on the war.

(1) He's

against the war as much as anyone. (2) He counseled against committing
land forces to Viet Nam in beginning.

(3) Once decision was made, we

should present a united front externally and support the president.
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"I will fight for my position in the councils, but when the President makes the decision, my inclination is to support the President.
Unless the decision is one I cannot in good conscience support."
(4) A total pullout would lose us all our bargaining leverage re
POW's.

1

(5) We have laid a heavy hand on that country and had a

great impact on it.

To just pullout and say, sorry, we made a

mistake, we don't care what happens to you from here on in, is not the
American tradition and doesn't, in my judgment, represent the conscience of America."

This struck me as his most forceful point.

(6) "I don't give a damn what happens to the Thieu government."
Don't care whether they go Communist so long as they have a vote.(7)
Bill gave same defense at Temple Emmanuel after Roger blasted him.
"He's a rear admiral in the Navy and he thinks like a military man,
not like his constituents."

His stand on the war is not popular--

at least not with a lot of the groups I've seen.

But he stands

right up there taking a strong and reasoned stance.
ducking.

No weaseling, no

You know where he stands and he presents the position well.

It's the acid test of his theory of representation, of his sense of
his own expertise and he want budge on it.
win for sure, I think, but he won't.

He could moderate and

He believes strongly in his

position and if the voters turn him out on that basis, so be it.
The related aspect of Bills' theory of representation is revealed
in his answer to Roger Boas' main theme--that WM isn't in the district
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and doesn't care about his constituents.

Roger's radio spot says

"I really resent the fact that Congressman Maillard is never here
in the district.

He never comes around.

office and staff in San Francisco.

I will have a full-time

I will have a full-time office

and staff in Marin County ••• I'll be there.

It's a long way from

Washington to San Fransisco, but if a congressman isn't willing to
makEb the trip, he shouldn't be in the job."

At Temple Emmanuel,

he said "When did you last see Congressman Maillard back here in
the district?" and said, again, that he'd use the airplane, have
offices, care about constituents, etc.

Bill's answer was--"When I

first wentto Congress, we were in session 7 or 8 months a year and
we could come back here for 4 or 5 months.
sion twelve months of th~ear.

Now Congress is in ses-

Last year it was in session twelve

months; the year before twelve months--even though it was an election
year.

My job is to represent you in Washington.

That's what I'm

hired for, to be there and vote on all the things that are important
to you.

If my opponent is going to be back here as much as he says

he is, then you are not going to be represented in Wasmington.

Ho~

ever I ran a little check and found that I had been in the district
60 out of the last 300 days.

And, as far as having an office is

concerned, you all know I have an office in the Federal Building
with an expert staff and I'm sure many of you have found help for
your problem there."

Bill does not think of physical presence as being

a critical aspect of representation.

He just doesn't put stress on it.
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And physical presence is a part of identification.

I don't think

,1 '- 0 v. 0- ~~.r
he identifies, and representation is more remote for him.- O((.\..oJ~"'\ I~~~

Roger has found what Rich fears is the strategy that will unhorse
Bill.

INN .

(Miller found it in 1970) people feel government is remote

and not concerned with their problems.
ing off from government.

And they are, therefore, turn-

Bill does not allay that feeling because

(1) he doesn't make a big thing out of being physically present here,
(2)

his ~

patrician attitude suggests a remoteness.

Roger is, there-

fore, riding a popular revolt against the remoteness of government
by suggesting that WM is remote.

(On TV he describes him as "out of

date" and his slogan is "A new voice in Congress").

With a guy like

Barber Conable, you can see the germ of remoteness taking root--but
Barber sees it and worries about it.
that he was never locally oriented.
office till 6 years ago!
came back from Washington.
(Marion says).

Bill does not, and my guess is
Item:

He never had a district

The district office was himself when he
But he had no staff here in SanFrancisco

With Bill, it's not an "erosion of a local orienta-

tion" as Barber Conable calls it, but a lack of it to
The whole emphasis on foreign
puzzle.

begin with.

affairs is another piece of the

When he speaks on it, he educates his constituent& at both

Rotary Club and Marin Property Owners Meeting he warned against
retreat into isolationism and said to them "You are the opinion
leaders in your community.

You are the people who talk to others
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and influence the thinking of others.

If we are to avoid the great

dangers of isolationism, we will need an informed public opinion.

And

it is up to people like yourselves to do everything you can to make
certain we have it."

He also had a radio spot warning vs. isolationism.

He agreed it was stiff and "pretty silly" but that he should even think
of campaigning with that kind of spot strikes me as not politically
astute--though commendable in terms of the integrity it displayed.
At Mill Valley coffee, he said he was glad to have been given
all of Marin County this time.

lIMy family settled in Marin County

in 1865 and it feels like home to me here."

Later, leaving Navels,

noting that mQst of the people there were Italian immigrants who went
into farming, then real estate and became rich, he noted "We were
about the only non-Italian family in the county, and we were partly
Italian."

Corsicans, I think.

At Rotary Club luncheon in San Raphael, the close relationship
of Republicans and local businessmen was very evident.

A new man was

being inducted into the Rotary Club and the President in inducting
him said "You have now been passed upon by the screening committee of
the Republican County Committee--I mean the San Raphael Rotary Club. 1I
(laughter)

And candidate, after looking over the stuff they gave him

said, III donlt see an absentee ballot here, a Republican one. 1I

(more

laugtter)

Later, when we joined Millie and Marian, Bill told them

about it.

IISome of the people there told me Roger had been there and
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deliverd a partisan attack and that it hadn't gone over well at
all.

You aren't supposed to be partisan.

But Wish Brown blew it.

He told a new member that 'You have been passed by the Republican
County Committee, I mean the Rotary Committee--well, they're the
same thing.'"
Bill talked on Foreign Affairs.

Warning vs. isolationsim, that

power abhors a vacuum and that USSR will move in if we don't continue to act in the world like a responsible world power.

Later he

and Marion said they hadn't done as well in 1970 as they should in
San Raphael and they wished they could give more time to it.
At Mill Valley, I asked him if they were supporters and he said
"mixed".

There ensued some talk about whether it's better to have some

non-supporters at coffees so you can make headway.

He noted, "If I

haven't met people before, then it doesn't matter if they are supporters.
I just like to meet people I haven't met before."

Like lots of other

comments he made during strategy sessions, there's a lack of adventuresome campaigning.

He wasn't, like Studds, complaining that the

coffees weren't mostly people on the fence.

He was content to hold

coffees just to meet his supporters--so long as he hadn't metthem
before.

I guess the generalization I'm talking about is the dif-

ference between the man who's holding what he's got and the man on
the make--maybe the coalition builder and coalition maintainer.
"This is the most closely contested race in the state of California.

That's why all the money is pouring in to the other side."

(WM estimates $350,000)
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To LA times man--who was pushing the theme that Bill wasn't
campaigning hard and that Boas was.
twenty years--24 to be exact."

"I've been campaigning for

He got irked at this guy and said

afterwards be thought he was a poor interviewer, who had mind made
up in advance, was "superficial" etc.
came back to the theme.

On the way to the airport, he

I asked which of the meetings we'd been

to in two days was most important.
is more important than another.

"You can't say that one meeting

The effect is cumulative.

Up to

now Roger has had it all to himself here, and he has created the
illusion that he's campaigning hard.
I'm coming on stronger.

But it's an illusion.

Now

That's what irked me about the reporter

from the Los Angeles Times.

He didn't understand any of this."

Thursday a.m. he seemed pleased and said " Our visibility is increasing slowly and our campaign is gathering momentum.

That's

the way it should be."
Re 1961 redistricting.
it.

"The legislature was quite frank about

Three Republicans were supposed to be defeated, and I was one

of them.

The other two

u.
were--Roussel~t

and

\(,
H~stand.

They took the

entire district of an incumbent assemblyman and put it in my district.
He should have given me a very tough race, but he didn't run a good
campaign."

(O'Connell)

At one point, Monday, he said, "Nothing counts that's gone before.
Everything depends on the last two weeks."

I think he believes it--
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that he underestimates a little the constant campaigning of Boas.
He thinks he can come back and turn it around or turn it on and all
will be OK.

He isn't telling people that it's close and they ought

to get off their tails and work.
campaign, but not urgency.

There's lots of petulance in the

(Boas' guy in contrast, says flat out

at Corman's dinner that WM had started too late and it was allover,
in their view.)
He complained bitterly about San Francisco Chronicle--after the
LA Times interview. "I get better coverage from the Los Angeles
Times than from the Chronicle.
news.

They just aren't interested in national

Oh, they'll take stuff off the

are exclusively city hall reporters.

wi~es,

but their own reporters

We harld delivered them a picture

of me standing beside the President at the signing of the SALT agreement.

They didn't print it.

what they consider news.

It doesn't sell papers.

And it's not

They don't even cover maritime matters,

where I am a recognized expert in Congress.

They don't have any

reporter that understands the subject anymore.
port city--it's appalling.

And this is a great

I get better coverage from the Baltimore

Sun and from the New Orleans papers on maritime matters than I do
from my hometown paper.

The Chronicle is a disgrace really.

And

that's the paper with the biggest circulation in Marin County."
Herald Examiner--which endorsed him and the "IJ"-..([ndependent
Journal, which they expect to endorse him) in Marin County are good.
But Chronicle's lack of coverage irks him.

Quite a tirade.

He also
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said "No one runs 1Irhe paper.

No one is in charge.

The publisher

is a friend of mine, but he's not interested in what goes into
the paper.

The working press are all Democrats and opposed to me."

In LAT interview when asked about Boas complaints that he's
not on the job.

"I couldn't disagree with him more.

If you are

a member of the Board of Supervisors, you should be here in San
Francisco.

But a congressman must be in Washington to represent

people there."
He said of his district.

"It's not Nixon territory."

said he had always run ahead of the ticket.

Also

That he had not sup-

ported Nixon for nomination--not in 1960 or 1964 or 1968.

But

he said he thought Nixon was doing a good job.
Said that there were more voters per capita in SF than Marin,
which had families more than older or single people--so that pure
population figures are misleading.

Marion estimates that three-

fifths of voters are in SF and two-fifths in Marin.
He said he was better known in Marin than Boas since he was
born there.
His family owns a ranch in Mendocino County--17,000 acres.
That's where his mother lives.

("The grand dames to beat all grand

dames" says Marion in recounting how some Civic League group failed
to endorse Bill in 1970 and how she went before them to shame them
by telling them that her husband and Bill had done so much for all
of them).
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He talked of how his family gave land to state to create Maillard
State Redwood Park.

"I've been a conservationist for decades, not

just since it's been fashionable."
"I'm not a joiner."

Do you belong to Sierra Club?

He disdains all the past political formulas

for success in the trade!

It crops up everywhere.

Check his biography

in Congressional Directory!
He snapped at reporter when he asked him reo personal details.
"Hasn't anybody told you these things?
piece of paper
tions."

that we have.

You can get them all on one

You don't need to ask me these ques-

"Am I wasting your time?"

"No, but you are wasting yours."

"I get to know you better when I ask you these questions myself."
Marion agreed
ugly pills."

he sometimes got very "snappish"--"when he takes his
"He gets Maillardish--how stuJ!>id can you get, and why

should I answer your silly questions!"
Afterward, Bill said "I guess I'm just not very good at public
relations."
On Monday afternoon, the first scheduling flRP occurred.

The

schedule was getting over-crowded and his point was that the staff
should handle it and not him.

"I'm sick of hearing everyone bitch.

Everyone's saying 'We can't do this; we can't do that.'
ing what you can do if you put your mind to it.
doing this.

They should.

shilly shallying.

It's amaz-

I shouldn't be

But it's got to get done.

Everybody is

It's easier for me to do it myself than listen
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to the bellyaching."

It was my first taste of how disorganized,

competitive and petulant everyone was.

The thing didn't really

come out till a good deal later in its full form.
One of the particular examples of Monday's office discussion:
should they schedule the San Raphael Lion's Club?
there recently?"

"Can't tell" says Marion.

running record on these things.
~~ the grease.

\1\r

~\"

\\)~

~~~y'\

~

~

\r

"Have I spoken

"We ought to keep a

It's the squeaky wheel that gets

That's one of our big troubles.

I speak before some

[ Of these same groups over and over, Hhile I ignore some of my old
buddies.

We ought to keep track of these clubs and get to see

\

each of them regularly."
in this way.

Marion grimaces.

Obviously not systematic

But they did schedule the Lion's Club.

In LA interview he said "Some of my early campaigns were as
I defeated an incumbent."

He ran vs. Haveman

in 1948 and lost--then went to be aide to Governor Earl Warren,
didn't run in 1950, ran in 1952 and beat Haveman.
He talked re campaign spending.
seventy-five percent.

"Half of it is wasted--maybe

TV is the most wasteful.

at all if my opponent didn't.

I wouldn't use it

But if he uses it, you feel you must

too."
Should I try to get Daryl Lembke tape from interview--LA Times.
On Monday afternoon later we went to Bill's house for a strategy
meeting.

There I met Marion Conrad (Chronicle reporter whom Bill

had hired two weeks before to do press relations.

Her husband, Hunt,
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had once been Bill's campaign manager) and Bob Gittings the campaign manager (furniture store owner who left his business with
his brother for the duration).

The group. ·was Bill, Marion Otsea,

Marion Conrad, Millie, Bob Gittings and Mia someone or other who
just tagged after Conrad.

Ostensibly meeting was to be a tabloid

to be mailed out in last weeks.

But Marion C. started right in

saying Boas was aggressive and getting lots more publicity than
Bill, and that Bill had to be more aggressive.
and asked for specific suggestions.

Bill got annoyed

Marion suggested TV debates

and a press conference and to go on the offensive generally--by
answering San Francisco Chronicle questions in all the propositions
up this year (40 state and city).
never debates opponent and never

Bill is very wary--says he
tak~position

that don't bear on federal responsibility.

on propositions

Said he'd think it

over--that he didn't want to hear everyone throwing ideas around,
that his time was limited, that he thought they were going to
discuss tabloid.

He shut Bob off in midair once by saying his

opinion was worth more than Bob's.

He didn't accept Marion's

premise that Roger was really stealing a march on him.
didn't entirely reject it either.
house, he allowed
want me to do it,

(At 2:00 a.m. at the beach

how he would; .do it" at last minute."
I~11

But he

make them push me on it.

"If they

If I give in right

away, they won't work as hard."
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On the matter of answering the Chronicle's questions-despite fact that Marion said he'd look bad vis-a-vis Boas, he
exclaimed "I'm not going to change on policy cilf 20 years.
just not going to do it.

Life is too short."

I'm

This was the best

statement of the fatalism and conservativism I saw.

Later he went

to Chronicle (Marion and I were excluded) and he said they didn't
push him hard on it--he gave them opinions, but no flat-out endorsements.
On matter of TV Debates he concluded "We'll have to give that
one some thought.

I have never paid any heed to my opponent since

I've been in office.
game now."

But I realize we may be in a different ball

Here was some recognition that he was in a tough race.

The other indication was the general snappishness all aroun~.
~ ~

io

1), ~v c:kT'of.ieunf h ~" - .-f"h &j ~t' ~ ~"""

(l1 )..t ""'"1~ ~. ""W\J ~~
,u..p • ~evv NW a... c:ew "' ~~ 1l...rl4. .

Beneath the difference in strategy between Marion and Bill is
a difference, however, in perception of constituency.

Another

factor here is that Marion used to be close to Boas ("She made Boas"
says Marion Otsea) but couldn't see him as congressman because he's
not a "good" man, not a person of stature and even though Bill's
position on war is different from Marion's, she "bit the bullet"
and agreed to help Bill.
Bill put the difference:
with Marion about.

"This is one of the things I disagree

She thinks that people like her are representa-

tive of the community.

They aren't.

like her are the ones I've got to hit.

She also thinks the people
They aren't.

I'm not
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going to get many of them to vote for me--the intellectual,
liberal wing.
to vote for me.

The hard hats are the people who are most likely
That's where I'm most likely to make inroads.

That's my lucrative territory--not the liberal, intellectual
fringe."

His perception of his constituency does not include

the anti war people or the Sierra Club people either.
include hard hats.

It does

He's looking for working class tories!

And

thene may not be any working class conservatives on social issues.
But not deferential tories.
I asked him what Sunset and Richmond areas were like.
one of my big troubles.

They are changing.

Richmond used to be

a white, middle-class area, but it's changing.
are moving in--Japanese,

Chines~

"That's

Minority groups

Filipino blacks.

Sunset is a

little more stable, but it is changing too--more slowly.

It has

been civil servants, bank clerks, insurance salesmen, bricklayers,
carpenters--craft unions.

These areas have been the mainstream of

my Democratic support--middle-class and working class.
are moving away like crazy, fleeing to the suburbs.
Marin.

They can't afford that."

But they

And not to

Boas' ad man told me that "outer

Sunset" in 4 years has changed from marginal Republicans to Democrats.
Discussion of where to distribute the flyer containing the
Herald Examiner endorsement of WM, brought out some split in his
constituency.

Marion O. said "The Herald Examiner is like the word
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of God in Sunset and Richmond.
Marin hate it."

But the knee jerk liberals in

(Two days later, ffie had changed her mind on grounds

that the emphasis on GGNRA would please the people in Marin.)
They decided to distribute 75,000 in the San Francisco part of
the district only.
the flyer.

Bill's reaction to this burst of energy on

"I don't know.

10 years ago."

The last time I remember doing this was

Caution.

Late Monday night we stopped in to see local chapter of the
California Assembly--about 10 of them!

A very conservative group.

"They support me; but they do it critically.

They don't like me,

but they really don't have anywhere else to go.

They aren't our

most conservative group, but they are pretty conservative.

Wouldn't

you think they'd get the idea after so few people turned out.
could hold their meetings in a telephone booth."

You

Yet he put in an

appearance and seemed to have several friends there.

Gave them a

partisan speech, how opposition was outspending them by huge amount.
Here's a big problem for Bill--the kinds of Democrats he attracts
are not organized into groups.
On spending, he had collected $137,000.

Boas reported $250,000

as of August and had held two fund raisers since then.

Bill's most

expensive campaign previously was 1970, when he spent $55,000.
Previous to that, he averaged about $35,000 per campaign.

Bill

keeps saying "We aren't going to make any effort to match their
spending."

(See later comments.)
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Bill and Marion commented one night that they no longer had
an ongoing organization.
haven't had one since."

WM "We had an organization in 1952.

We

Marion added, "It was a Maillard organi-

zation" by which she meant his family was heavily involved.
On Monday, I wrote in my notes that he was smart but jaded-that he didn't seem to care enough to work at facts and figures
and that his audience expected them)Kennedy-style.

A couple of

times, he was asked something specific and he had a hard time recalling it.

"I should remember that but I don't" sort of answer.

I think it's more complicated.

Later,

He thinks of himself as expert in

some things and not in others and he makes no pretense at knowing
all or having a bill

to solve all questions.

This came out best

in regard to Fred Mayer (Sausalito druggist) and the Wednesday night
speech to 300 physicians in Marin County.

Fred had invited Roger,

Senator Tunney and others to talk re health care.

And Bill was

very reluctant to do it--but was going to for Fred.

But we went

around so that Bill could be told by Fred what it was all about.
Fred was a windmill of ideas and felt he was doing Bill a great
favor expGsing him to doctors, pharmacists, nurses groups where he
would surely go over big.
field.

Bill was upset because it was not his

He told Fred "with friends like you, who needs enemies."

And he said "I know Roger will just find out what they want to
hear and tell it to them.

I'm not going to do that."

When the
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veto came and we were discussing whether he ought to go back to
Washington, he grinned "If I go, I won't be able to get back to
Fred Mayer's party.
dential."

I'm beginning to think the veto was provi-

Very upset about being put in a situation where he would

be expected to know something he, in fact, did not know.

He wants

to talk foreign affairs to the doctors, not health care.

He's not

comfortable being superficial or pat.

(see later comment)

His decision on the trip back to override was based on conservative grounds that if he didn't he might get hurt and he couldn't
afford that risk.

"It may be something of a grandstand play.

it's an insurance policy.
;

" to go back.

:t~

;;"lY".(\i-~ '

'f.rJt/~
~A/~

~ /~~~
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But

So many things could go wrong if I faililed

Suppose the override missed by one or two votes.

would the opposition do to me then?
pluses out of it.

\fuat

I'm not sure we can get any

At this stage of the campaign, you couldn't

get a story if you raped your grandmother on the City Hall steps.
I/"

~\

dt....

But it's the negatives of the thing that bothers me."
tion might be given something to beat him with.

•

•

Afna~d oppos~-

"Even though he's

cut the ground out from under himself by saying I ought to be out
here all the time."

So, he left for Washington at 11:30 p.m.

and I took him to airport.

Rich

And on Wednesday he voted to override

Nixon's veto of a 24 billion water pollution bill.

~

I think the

subject, too, was one in which he felt a stand would help him at
home.

He wasn't enthusiastic about voting to override.

But he did
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"incline" that way.

He worried some about Republican sentiment

at home at his failing to support the President, but he said he'd
do it while saying that he usually followed Nixon--especially on
foreign affairs.

(I have clipping on that from Chronicle.)

How do you do in Sausalito.
Democratic.

"Not very well.

It's very

I do well in the hills, but nttin the flats.

The older

families live in the hills."
Where do you do best in Marin?
They are Republican."

"Belvedere, Tiburan and Ross.

And Marion added, "Most of them are com=

muters--to managerial or professional positions in San Francisco.
They are more exposed to Bill at functions and they know what he
does."
I'm not sure I ever saw Bill "at home" except maybe when he
was "at home" in his house!

He did like to talk about his travels

quite a bit and seemed to relish them more than any event I saw.
Well, that's a bit of a fabrication.

But it's true that I have

not really seen him in circumstances that were really comfortable.
At the Marin Property Owners luncheon, Marion was infinitely more
at home than he was.
sense.

Yet they were his friends in a political

But his pique at Marion began because she was having so

much fun and he was not.

He jabbed her about that several times--

once that I heard in her office and once, she said, when he called
from Washington.
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Marion C. disappointed at press conference.
He didn't give them a story.

"Bill blew it.

He won't say I did this or that,

or put himself in the limelight."

Ch. 4

was turned off when he

said in answer to their questions that he couldn't go into detail."
"He's probably pretty happy because there were so many bodies.
they need a story and he didn't give it to them.
it has a bad effect for him.

But

In the long run,

But we will get some publicity and

I guess any publicity at this stage is a miracle.

He's so much

better than Roger on TV, that even a brief shot will be helpful
to us."

Marion called in her chips to get people there, she agreed.

She called Roger "ungracious."
When he heard from Marion

o.

about the physician's meeting he

said, "That trip to Washington was the best thing that ever happened

~,V' \ ~ 0"

\f-.);:''\ If>

f

~'r--0~
• _~~ v-$' 'v-

T-J

to me.

It was so unstructured ••• I hate to be put in a situation where

I don't have the necessary information.
everything.

You can't be an expert on

~~ .~ ~\

~~ b-' ~
~).

of' ~vt~
~,j

I would have come out second best there. "

~vtt~~r

Marion and I went to lunch at Marina Bond and talked there to
owner Johnny Cordoni.

It's in Lower Pacific Heights.

Bill knew or cared about it.
the new districts.

~

~~

She talked

about the 67 and 71 redistricting and the key point was how little
"Phil But:ton and I drew the lines of

I remember once when we were down on our hands

and knees on the floor of Bill's Washington office with the map

~.

\,J" ~

w(,<

"r.J

x''''')

\}~
..

»,' S

'y~

5--

in front of us dividing the districts block by block, bargaining
and compromising.

-

He'd say 'I don't want that son of a bitch in my
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district, you take that bhck.'

I'd say 'We won by 70% in that block,

no way you're going to get that one.'
laughed at us.

Bill just sat there and

Things like that bore him.

He thinks it's an aber-

ration that Phil and I should be interested in such things as census
tracts and demographic reports of all sorts."
This was 1967, she said, but she and Bur on did sam in 1971.
Except that time, she worked through Assemblyman Bill Baggeley-telling him that he, who wants to run when Bill retires, would be
wise to help them push the district Marion wanted--that it would be
the district in which he would stand best chance of winning.
took the carrot.
wanted it."

He's so ambitious.

He got it through just as we

She said she spent lots of time in Sacremento.

sometime later that Burton

"Bill

A comment

(who is on good personal terms with Bill--

Millie told Don Clawson that "lots of times Bill calls and says he
and Phil are having a drink and he'll be late) would just as soon see
Boas beaten!

He'd be competition!"

She thinks Bill wins because he's more liberal on civil rights
than most liberals and more conservative on fiscal policy than most

~~~~conservatives
~\f'-

~

,~~,~ ~t~l has

I)..{'

are.

come through.

That he treats things issue by issue and that this

She also says their office has a case work reputa-

(l-iJ. \ ;~ f-0

{.?'"~\ ''' tion-,-as opposed to Burton's office which she says won't take a case

V\'d

~~

\

~'-Y.J'.~~~~' from June to January in campaign years.

r

l

I do not see the case

}.Xr

~~~
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orientation (though article in San Francisco quotes him as getting
a kick out of helping people in trouble), though it may be true
that next to Burton they are case-oriented.

If he wins it may be

because the office does do good case work in spite of fact Bill
never once mentioned it.
"It's a mixed up district.

People split 17 ways on every issue.

No matter how I vote, as many people agree with me as disagree.
I'm a totally free agent.

I can't vote according to pattern.

So
I am

completely independent, as independent as any Congressman I know.
Let's face it, it doesn't make any sense for me to have been elected
10 times in this district.

I guess people have confidence in me.

long as they have confidence in me, I can keep my independence.
confidence that is the key in a district like this."
"You underestimate yourself.

So
It's

Marion said,

Your constituents are independent like

you--you are representative of your district" and he said "I used to be
representative of the district.

I tlon't know if I am now."

The

sense of change and the wondering and the distance from the places
\' of change.
Then on to Lou Stokes, whom he asked for a vote and how Stokes
said, he thought he could do it."
it.

"You see, he had to worry about

He has so little room to maneuver." He said, "he thought he

could do it," and he did. ''1 can do anything I want.

I have all the

room in the world to maneuver."
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On the patio at night.

"Could any vote de!l!eat you?"

vote could defeat me in a crazy district like this.

"Nol

Half of the

people think you're right and half think you're wrong no matter
what you do.

It's a polyglo . district.

me total independence.

And that's what gives

I'm independent in another way way, too,

which may not be as good, philosophically.
my income will go up 40%.

If I leave this job,

It's more profitable for me to be out

of office than to be on the job." The problem is: Is he shoring
up that independence by working the constituency in non-pOlicy
ways?
I told him that in long, varied Question and Answer periods,
he comes across as independent and he agreed.

"I'm not a good pitch-

man" he said reo the set speech.
He talked a little about Barber Conable.

He likes him, says

he's getting overly ambitious, that he's trying to slow him down so
that he can have a career in leadership.

He fears Barber will try to go

too far, too fast, that his ambition shows too much.

Of himself

"I've been asked to run for various party leadership positions many
times.

But I have absolutely no ambitions for the leadership.

don't want it.

When I tell people that, they don't believe me.

I
They

think there's something wrong if you aren't ambitious for higher
office.

I'm not.

I enjoy being a low key member of the House, using

my influence to get things done."
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Then he said:

"Barber is an extrovert.

I'm terribly, terribly shy.
politics.

I'm a misfit in the business of

Somehow, I've blended it all in.

much longer I can take it."

I'm an introvert.

But I don't know how

Marion said, driving to Point Reyes,

that he paid me a great compliment by talking to me as much as he
did that evening (we went to bed at 2:45) because he is very guarded
and appears to be very tough and gruff on the outside because he is
sentimental at the core and is afraid people who get to that core
will take advantage of him.
never unbuttons his coat."

"This is symbolized by the fact that he
He never unbuttoned his coat while we

talked--even after a great many scotches.
He waxed strong on his idea of representation.

It didn't differ

from the public statement of it at Marin, but it was more forceful.
"To me representative government means you hire a guy to use his own
judgment.

And if you don't like what he does, you fire him.

don't keep after him all the time.

If it

isn~

judgment, then what in hell is my function?
function, then I don't want the job.
puter ma~policy.

But you

my function to use my

And if that's not my

You might as well let a com-

A Mongolian idiot could follow the polls if that's

all it means to be a representative."
There was, as I had sensed earlier, a certain fatalism about
the whole thing.

"We'll see" he kept saying.

"I don't care if I
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I seriously considered not running this time.

But I

couldn't find any Republican--or Democrat--I could have confidence in.

It may seem like a touch of arrogance,

I've been pretty damn successful.

So I don't have anything to prove.

My ego is not involved in this election.
to work the system.
the way I want it.

but I think

I like the job; I like

But I want it only on my own terms.
If I can't, I don't.

I want it

I won't be a captive of

anyone or any group ••• Bill Rogers has already talked to me about an
ambassadorship--even told me the one he wants me to have."
"If people are so made at government in general that they throw
me out, than that's where I stop caring."
"Those people who are trying to paint me as a tool of special
interests haven't any idea what they are talking about.
be more absurd.
anyone."
nant.

They couldn't

If there's one thing I'm not, it's a captive of

His themes of honest, integrity and independence are domi-

The people he dislikes are "the crooks and the chiselers, the

people you can't trust, who are with you one day and not the next."
As I noted earlier he even has a distaste for people who do things
that make them "popular."
I guess the most "at home" I saw him was in West Marin at George
Leonard's cocktail party.

He was born near that part of Marin.

George was an ex-contractor, now a wealthy landowner.
at his beach house that night).

(We stayed

Later, Bill said "One thing I've
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learned tonight.

I'd love to have a district made up entirely

of the people in West Marin.

They are such totally genuine people."

I think "totally genuine" men as people with whom he feels at home.
They are WASPs, Republicans and well to do.
taken with Captain David Edwards.
pure and simple.

Millie was particularly

I talked with him and he was a bigot,

He said he liked Bill because hw as a WASP; and

later he talked about people "jewing you down" in a bargain.

He

fancied himself a charming old rogue, a man of letters and of the
sea.

Superfic~ally

he was, perhaps, charming.

unpleasant man--to me.

And I doubt that Millie's attraction was

anything but superficial.

But the point was that all the super-

ficial contacts were sympatico ones
Re his independence.
own identity.

But he was a very

for the Maillards.

"It's fundamental to me that I keep my

How do you deal with the diverse sections in the

district and still not be a phony.

How do you do it?

wake up at night and ask myself if I am a phony ••••
me acting a little bit like a whore.

Sometimes I
You've seen

You have to cater to the

special interests of the groups you speak to.

It troubles me when

I do it.

I think I am more honest

I hope I'm not too much of a whore.

than most."

Again, no joy in coalition building; his attitude is

not "holier than thou"--he just really has this idea of integrity and
he's stubborn about it.

There's a tinge of "noblesse oblige" in
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Bill.

You can't help thinking that he's the kind of representative

de Tocqueville wanted for the U.S.
"Phil Burton comes rushing over and says ';Bill, you can't vote
that way.

It's political suicide.'

have no basis of communication.

And I say 'But it's right.' He

I'll stand against all public opinion

if I know my position is right (smacked fist into palm).
tude doesn't seem to be in style anymore.

That atti-

Well, in two weeks, we'll

find out whether it is or not."

Actually he and Burton get along OK.

But their styles are different.

Rich called WM "a professional" and

Burton "a local politician."
"I remember when Charlie

q.v..bse.,.

carne over to me in 1968 after vP ' f

I had just gotten 72% in the election.
got that district sewed up!'
could have happened to me.
placent as hell.
me.'

He said, 'It looks like you've

And I said, 'It's the worst thing that
Everyone will think I'm safe and get com-

Then some son of a bitch will come along and defeat

That's just what happened.

1970--a drop of 20 points."

I went from 72% in

to 53% in

The real question, of course, is whether

this is a demographic change or not.
"I thought we were going to lose.
it slipping away, day by day.

196~

If it is, he's done for in 1972.

In the last two weeks I could feel

A few more days and they would have won.

My opponent ran a beautiful TV campaign.

And nationally, the campaign
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started going against the Republicans."

Rich said Bill has been

fatalistic, that once breakthrough came (and did in 1970) that he
would probably be beaten in the next election, i.e. this year.
Later, he was reading the Nader Profile aloud to us in the
beach house and he read how Miller (his '70 opponent) called himself a SF blueblood.
said "shanty."

Marion snorted "lace curtain Irish" and Bill

,Jr
,~

f t r .....

H')· C<.....{,

It was one of the few overt assertions of his SF position

that he displayed--and it was in a very unguarded moment.

When he

came to the description of himself as an "aristocrat" he spoke it in
loud tones, to call attention to fact the profile was "editorializing."
Re campaign money.
opposition if we wanted to.

"I have no doubt that we could match the
People know what he's doing and a lot of

money has been rolling in as a result.
It's more than we can use wisely.

I may even have to stop it.

Why should I spend it.

'dhy in

God's name should so much money be spent on a political campaign.
It's fundamentally wrong.
campaign yet.
. do it.
paigns.

My family hasn't put any money into the

They could put in $25,000 just like that.

But I won't

I've never put a penny of my own money into any of my camIf people don't think enough of me to give money, I ought

not to be on the job."
At very end.
than last time."

"Professor, I'm going to win."

"More."

"By more or less

If he does, I'll be surprised.

If he wins,

I'll be pretty surprised.
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I thanked him for being so open with me.
fundamental to me.

"That's something

I have nothing to hide, nothing to conceal--

not even my petulance, as you have seen.

It's like Chris Holmes

said in the Nader Report, "the only time my office door is closed is
when other congressmen come in and close it.

When Phil Burton comes

in, the first thing he does is close the door and look around to see
if anyone is listening.
in my drawer.

I even leave my financial statements unlocked

I assume the staff snoops.

If they want to find out

that badly, let them."
Bill is not a congressman in the streets or the neighborhoods
and he does not think demographically.
as Marion says, that stuff bores him.

He is a very poor demographer-I'Then I met Paul Lawson at

Corman's party, he started talking about "outer Sunset" and how marginal
Republican precincts had changed to Democratic.

Bill never talked

about outer or inner SunsetP'gin fact he explicitly rejected this way
of thinking.

He were driving in the marina district on our way home

from the Scavenger's Protective Association meeting and we were looking up into the hills.
all Pacific Heights.

Bill waved his hand forward and said "That's
Years ago it used to be called Cow Hollow.

were all raised in that general area, one place or another."
asked if it was all Pacific Heights and he said yes.

We

I

Marion said

part of it was "lower Pacific Heights" and stated the dividing line-some Boulevard.

Bill corrected her.

"I don't know anything about
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lower Pacific Heights.

Marion said it

It's all Pacific Heights."

was like Inner Richmond and Outer Richmond.

Bill said something

like "I don't know how you divide it into inner and outer Richmond.
It's just Richmond to me."

He does not think naturally in terms of

demographic areas, precincts, political segments.
gist.

He's not a sociolo-

A kind of non-sociological statesmanship is his ideal.
"The powerful Appropriations Committee!

powerful.

But the work is so damn dull!"

Of course, they are

You have to be "accountant"

to do it.
He thought that either Pelosi or Mendelson would have been
stronger candidate vs. him than Roger--because the age spread and the
youth vs. age theme would have been more compelling.
and Bill 55.

But Roger is 50

He thinks he's more competent than Roger and does not

think much of Roger--though he said he doesn't dislike him as so many
other people appear to.
At Executive Committee Meeting on Thursday, the question came up
as to whether they should do any "sniping"--putting posters en abandoned
buildings.

Point was that all other candidates had lots of psoters

around and Bill did not.
split on the issue.

Bill finds it distasteful and his brothers

But he finally said OK--if it was done in city

only and only where there were others.

"I don't like sniping.

But

anything that increases my visibility and gives the idea that my
campaign.-is gaining momentum is probably a good idea now."
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Story re John Schmitz.

California delegation meets right

after Nixon announces China trip--Schmitz "goes through the roof."
Pete McCloskey comes into room.

Schmitz says he's glad to see that

the conservative wing of Republican party is represented here this
morning.
Bill talked quite awhile about his chairmanship of California
Republican delegation.

He enjoys this and sees it as evidence of his

effectiveness in the House.

He didn't seek it, but was importuned by

members who said he was th

one who could hold the delegation

~nly

together, ±.e. McCloskey to Schmitz.

They all respect him and trust

him and he's not pals with any of them, nor part of any clique.
evidence of his twin themes of independence and effectiveness.

Again,
He

makes them talk to each other and he calms them down when they start
working on each other--all for the good of California.

"I'm proud of

the _fact that I can work with the irreconcilables of both sides.

I

don't care what a person's ideology is so long as he holds it sincerely.

I just want him to be fair with me.

It's the people you

can't trust, who are with you one day and not the next that I don't
like."
When George Leonard started complaining about the hippies
(the newcomer hippies vs. the old landowners is basic conflict in
West Marin, Stinson Beach, Bolinas, etc.) Bill said "Don't make the
mistake of writing off the hippies.

As long as they are fair with you,
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talk to them, be patient with them.

We've encountered great hostility

in some places; and after talking with them found we could bring them
into a very different orbit."

An example of his patience in dealing

with people.
Everywhere he went, he emphasized Golden Gate National Recreation
Area and, with different degrees of explicitness, his influence as the
key to getting it accomplished.

Thus he touched on issue of importance

to the area and emphasized his stylistic posture of "low key effectiveness."

He called the GGNRA "the greatest achievement in my 20 years of

service" and he said "If anyone had told me we would get a complicated
bill involving 34,000 acres and 100 million through the House and Senate
in 24 hours, I wouldn't have believed it.
we did it."

It was a minor miracle; but

Also he stressed the Muir Woods Expansion, and San Francisco

Bay Wildlife Refuge.

At Press Conference:

"I'm feeling pretty smug

right now because the three major pieces of legislation I have been
sponsoring passed into law this year."
He "flew back to Washington" to save the bill.

Herbert "got his

back up over the fact that the Praesidio (military base) was involved
in our bill and it should have gone to Armed Services Committee.
was a jurisdictional dispute.

It

And there's nothing committee chairman

guards more than their jurisdiction.

It's their bread and butter."

Privately he said he and "Eddie" Hebert were very close (after all
Bill is a Rear Admiral!)" and that it was Hebert's staff man who was
really upset (Scucther??).

"I spent hours in Scutcher's office.

He-

bert didn't care but he wouldn't override his staff--so I had to
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figure out a way to get Hebert off the hook.
came right along.

Once I did that he

In fact, he missed an important meeting in

Louisiana to speak for the bill on the floor.

No newcomer could

have accomplished what I did."
He noted that extremes are voting together in Congress and
he doesn't like this.
insuring position.
things would go.

Before, the left and right split and middle was

He liked that.

"We centrists determined how

Is this the year the center disappears?

If so,

Maillard will go like Muskie.
At press conference, re Nader Report, he said he thought it was
"fair" though inaccurate and superficial.
low key, effective member of Congress."

"Overall, it says I'm a
In private, he still thought

it fair, but spoke of "that idiot Nader" and blasted his editorializing-not objective.
He and George Leonard philosophized a little ab.o ut self made men
and their obligation to sciety.

"My father got rich almost accidentally.

The more he gave away, the more he made."
luck was also a big part of it.

He felt hard work was key and

His father had 45-50 people he supported,

that they only found out about it when he died and people came around
to bank to ask where their monthly check was.
a secret and couldn't tell.

Bank had always kept it

Bill "admired" this in his father.

was part of what I was brought up with.

"It

That if you were one of the

fortunate ones who were successful in this wonderful system, you had
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an obligation to put something back into the system to help it survive."
he never put it that way.

Don had much of Marin before.

"He's a blowhard--a big extrovert who

clomps around in cowboy boots with manure up to
on awful strong.

he~on

Some people love him, others don't.

friends and a lot of enemies, too."

them.

He comes

He has a lot of

Seemed like he disapproved of the

personal style.
Then after Don had given such a nice talk for him at George's,
"He's an awfully decent person.
a clod.

But he bores people to death.

He keeps repeating himself over and over."

He's

He wants Bill as

head of California delegation because only Bill can stand him.

But

Bill says, "He knows we're not sympatico."
Re apartment owners group.
this group.

"I

ha~

a lot of difficulty with

They think I'm a dangerous radical.

Some of them are

unhappy with everything--they are even unhappy with themselves."
At Real Estate Board he answered questions--and on way out, they
gave him check from National NAREB for $700.
Bob Gittings wants a heavy mailing to Democrats in Marin.
said yes.

"If there's an anchor, it's there.

I have one big advantage over Boas.

Bill

But in San FrancisccD,

He's got a 10-year record and is

known unfavorably among a lot of people.

He's got a lot of enemies
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in San Francisco--more than I have.
who he is.

But in Marin they don't know

And the registration is heavily Democratic." I' No stress

on walking the precincts here.

Paul Lawson was McGovern's northern

California organizer in primary and the Boas people are putting great
stress on that.

They are using what they found in McGovern's campaign.

"Labor resents Boas because they feel he's selling them out to
the nature fakers."

(don't quote me)

But COPE endorsed Boas strongly.

Bill has all the Maritime Unions--3 of them were listed on the side of
the truck we saw when we went to executive meeting.
Re the poll.

Bill placed no credence in it.

Lawson said it

overrepresented Republican strength--that San Francisco Prof. "ought
to be shot," for conducting a poll like that.

But, again, to emphasize

the campaign's absence of precinct demography,

in executive committee

meeting the Maillard people used poll only to see whether he was ahead.
No indepth analysis by Gittings, no sense for where the strength was.
Geisler was never around, never near the telephone, etc.

They were

paying for poll and getting absolutely no use out of it that I could
see.

Democrats were getting more use out of it!

Students at San

Francisco State leaked poll to McGovern people who leaked it to Boas
people.
Best example of the frayed nerves was when WM got "pissed off"
at Marion for pushing him on going back to Washington to override the
veto.

She flashed sign when he was talking at Temple Emmanuel and
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huffed off that "some of us are going back to my house."
Millie and I did, but Marian went home.

Outside the Temple Marion

was furious--"I could kill the son of a bitch."
along and said "He was dreamy.

Marion Conrad came

But let's'.keep him in hiding.

not let him go on TV or have a press conference."
frustrations.

Rich,

Let's

Those were her_

Earlier, Bob Gittings had gotten his off his chest.

He's a businessman who "never saw a campaign run like this one."
the manager but he's no authority, he says.
press person without even telling me.

"They hired a

And I can't stand her."

the last person to know what she's doing."
aster."

Example:

He's

"I'm

Marion calls Bob "a dis-

In Nader Report, Bill says "he thinks" Bob was with some

other~ campaigns.

But Bob is market man and not a precincts man.

The den, where we had first strategy meeting and where we
talked about going to Washington, has 3 deer heads, a copple of
English type hunting pictures, big picture of his father, picture
of several Bonapartes (including Napolean) a Taft school chair, a
little Yale-type bulldog, a large leaded glass window, leather chair,
old prints of French and English gentlemen, oriental rug and several
soft chairs, fireplace.

Very gracious,

old and upper class, like a

gentleman's club.
"My first wife absolutely refused to move to Washington.

When

I married Millie, I had already been in Congress five years--so she
knew what she was getting into."

Millie piped up and said "I'd been
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secretary to a congressman myself."

Millie and Bill have a 14-year

old daughter who is at some exclusive prep school in Connecticut.
Marion talked reo how hard it is to reach Chinese--evenything
is tightly knit family and they have been Democratic since New Deal.
Can break through via sumbolic appointment and she was very upset that
they couldn't get Tommy Wu an appointment as a Deputy Assistant
Secret?ry in HEW.

"He has lost face.

His friends say, you have sup-

ported Congressman Maillard all these years.
enough to get you an appointment."

How come he isn't important

The other way to break through is

via case work.
Marion says she checks the changing neighborhoods by going to
Safeway stores "When they shut down their Jewish delicatessen and
started selling large bags of rice, I knew the neighborhood had
changed."
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